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It is that time of the year again! As temperatures

begin to drop, warm-season pastures are not so

green anymore, and as we approach the Winter

months, beef cattle producers scratch their heads

and question marks start popping up. “Let me give a

call to my county extension agent and reach out to

the specialists, I have some questions about Winter

Supplementation”. If this scenario does not sound

familiar to you, congratulations! But if I had to guess,

most of you are already there and this is actually an

annual conundrum every beef cattle producer in the

southeast faces.

As the “new Beef Extension Specialist in town”, I am

here to help you out to identify the best strategies for

your specific operation. I will start with: there is not a

“one size fits all” answer when it comes to

supplementation strategies and the most important

thing to begin with is to not mistake

supplementation for feeding. If we can assure that, a

lot of dollars can be saved. Then, let’s address the

term supplementation. By definition,

supplementation, in nutrition terms, refers to

“something added to complete a diet or make up for

a deficiency”. When we consider the herd nutrition,

the use of supplementation indicates that a free-

choice supply of forage is available, being grazed or

provided as conserved (i.e. hay or haylage).

However, such forage may not necessarily contain

adequate amounts of nutrients needed to meet the

cowherd’s nutritional requirements during critical

periods such as calving, lactation, and breeding. 

Question #1: How do I know if the forage my cows
are consuming does not have adequate
nutrients? If I had a penny for the number of times I

heard “Oh, I know this hay I have is really good!”

without an actual test report with accurate numbers

on crude protein and energy values, I would be rich!

So, first things first, it is very important to get our

forage sources tested so we can come up with a

game plan to identify the deficiencies and alternative

sources to make up for them. Only a forage analysis

can provide us with exact energy and protein

contents of such forage.

Question #2: How much of the cow’s nutritional
requirements are being met by the forage
consumed? In general, a cow’s nutrient requirement

increases as she approaches late gestation and

calving. Approximately 60 days after calving, she will

reach peak lactation, when nutritional demands will

also be at its peak. Now, we have in our hands a cow

that needs to maintain herself, produce good quality

milk for her calf, and most importantly, get ready to

breed again in less than 3 months so she can still be

a part of the herd. Wow, if motherhood has taught

me anything it was that multitasking is not easy, but

when we have the resources we need, challenges

become a little more manageable. Back to the

question, Table 1 has some real numbers we can use

to serve as a guide when it comes to energy (Total

digestible Nutrients; TDN) and protein (crude

protein; CP) requirements of cows at different mature

body weights and peak milk production. Note that if 



a cow is on the high milk producer end of this

scenario during peak lactation, her nutritional

requirements are even greater, compared to a

moderate milk producer. With these values, and

Question # 1 answer, we can move forward.

Question #3: How much supplement should I
provide to my cows? In general, when

supplementing a forage-based cow diet,

supplements can account for 5 to 20% of the total

daily dry matter intake, with the lower end

representing strategies focused on protein and the

higher end representing strategies focused on both

protein and energy supplementation. If we assume a

1200 lb cow has a daily dry matter intake of 2.5% of

her body weight, the amount of supplement needed

would range from 1.5 to 6 lb daily. However, forage

quality will play an important role on voluntary dry

matter intake, and as quality declines, a decrease in

intake will take place due to poor ruminal digestion

caused by the consumption of the poor-quality

forage. To put things into perspective, let’s use a few

different scenarios. Consider forages of three

different qualities: high (56% TDN; 10% CP), medium

(50% TDN; 7% CP), and poor (45% TDN; 5% CP). Now

consider daily voluntary dry matter intake of such

forages to be 2, 1.75, and 1.5% of body weight,

respectively, in a 1200 lb cow. That leads us to 24

(13.44 lb TDN and 2.4 lb CP; high quality), 21 (10.5 lb

TDN and 1.47 lb CP; medium quality), and 18 (8.1 lb

TDN and 0.9 lb CP; poor quality) lb of forage dry

matter consumed daily. If we refer to Table 1 again, a

1200 lb cow, producing 10 lb of milk at peak

lactation needs 56% TDN and 8.79% CP daily, which

in pounds translates to 13.94 lb of TDN and 2.2 lb of

CP. In our three scenarios here, the high-quality

forage most likely can support this cow with very

little energy supplementation and no protein

supplementation should be needed; however, if we

are providing forages on the medium and poor-

quality range, this cow is consuming a diet that is

deficient in energy (3.44-5.84 lb deficit) and protein

(0.73-1.3 lb deficit). I would say that the medium

quality forage scenario is a very common one for

many cow/calf producers in the Southeast in the Fall

and early Winter. 

Question #4: What is the best supplement to
address deficiencies? Are liquid supplements
better than dry ingredients, or vice-versa? The first

thing to consider here is the market in your area and

evaluate what is available. Byproducts from other  
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industries such as molasses, whole cottonseeds,

cottonseed meal, soybean hulls, dry distiller’s grains, 

corn-gluten feed, and many others, are all great

sources of sometimes both energy and protein (i.e.

whole cottonseeds). Both liquid and dry sources

have advantages and disadvantages. Liquids may

have the ability to be offered free-choice with the

presence of intake limiters, which will reflect on

reduced labor costs. However, if the product is

formulated for average intake of 3 lb/day and your

cows only need 1.5 lb/d, the outcome can weigh in

your pocket. The opposite is true, when in fact the

cows actually need 5 lb/d, and under

supplementation happens. Dry ingredients can offer

more flexibility by providing options that can match

requirements more closely, but such advantage

comes with a greater cost associated with increased

labor for handling and delivery. 

Take home message: Winter supplementation of

energy and protein are crucial to maximize the herd’s

performance. Fall-calving herds are typically near

peak lactation this time of the year meaning that

cows are at their greatest nutrient requirements. The

strategy for your herd will be based on: 1) forage

quality, 2) cow stage of production, 3) cow body

condition score (supplementation strategy should be

chosen to support a cow body condition of 5 or 6,

which is another important topic for another edition),

and lastly 4) what is available in my area and what

are my labor options. The majority of forages grown

in the Southeast tend to be poor-to-medium quality,

with energy being the first most limiting nutrient for

beef cattle. However, both energy and protein

requirements need to be addressed, and one cannot

be effectively used in the herd’s diet without

considering the other.
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